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sake of canvassing ?—Not purdah  ladies  amongst Muhammadans.
 291.	Would a husband or a brother like a stranger
going to a woman for canvassing ?—They would feel
awkward.
 292.	Therefore, do you not think that the loss of
such votes to the Muhammadan community would
be a serious one ?—I would not like to express any
opinions
 293.	Then the other point I want to be elaborated
is this.    I am not wanting any expression of opinion
on your part, but I want to help you in the formation
of your opinion.    You know that the advancement
of a country, the political advancement of a country,
depends  on  the harmony prevailing  between the
different  elements  of the population.    Could you
please tell me from your experience of the last two
or three elections whether even among the Muham
madan   community  there  has   been  an  abnormal
amdunt of bitterness created between the different
candidates-belonging to the same religion and com
munity ?—Well, in rural areas there is sometimes
bitterness, a good deal of it.
 294.	The Chairman :  Bitterness between the rival
candidates for the same communal constituency ?—
Yes.
 295.	I .think the  Nawab  Saheb's  question was
whether you feel the bitterness was abnormal   Of
bourse it is difficult to have a standard.    Let us
put it this way.    You think sometimes it has been
serious ?—No, I do not think so.
 296.	Sir Zulfiqar AH  Khan:    I  want to know
whether it has led to friction and bitterness or to
harmonious relations ?—I do not think it has made
much difference.
 297.	You think two candidates standing in rivalry
with  one another- would have the'"same friendly
relations ?—No, the relations are strained.
 298.	That is what I wanted to know.    Do you
not* think,  Nawab Saheb,  when this is the case
between the candidates' of one religion and com
munity, when there are joint electorates the relations
between  Hindus  and Muhammadans  will  become
more strained ?—Between the candidates, yes.
300. Sir Zulfiqar Alt Khan : With regard to conveyance for voters, you think that a rich candidate .may* score against a poor asuf simply because the former can provide conveyances to his voters. But do you not think that during these elections as a matter of fact, in spite of the rules and regulations, the rich candidates have been able to provide conveyances . for voters ?—Yes, but it would make jnatters much worse.
Sir Zulfiqar Ali Khan:   It is a mere matter bf
.   Dr. Suhrawardy : I wanted to know whether there *$ any provision in the Punjab Electoral Rules preventing a candidate from having a loan of motor-cars. The  Chairman:    Is there  any objection to his orrowing from his friends ? Dr. Narang: No objection.
 301.	Dr.   Suhrawardy:    You   mentioned   Diwan
Chaman Lai and Lala Lajpat Rai as.typical of good
-candidates ?—I did not say so.    I did not want to
express any opinion one way or the other.
 302.	But you mentioned those names ?—Yes.
• 303. I wanted to find out whether it is a fact that JLala Lajpat Rai was opposed by Diwan Chaman 1*1 ?—Yes.
1304. Could you tell the Conference if the^e was any'outstanding difference between the election manifesto of the two candidates, or whether it was merely personal or communal ?—I think one represented the Congress party and the other represented the Hindu Sabha. . .But I anrnot sure.
305. And then it has been suggested to you by Dr. Narang that the abolition of the distinction between two separate electorates would lead to a reduction of the :size-of the- constituencies. tWould
 you kindly tell us which would be more effective for ^J^^ °t reducing the si*e of a constituency, whether the abolition of separate electorates, or the abolition of the distinction between urban and rural constituencies ? Which in your opinion would be more effective for the purpose ?— Both.
 306.	I know, but which would be more effective ?
-~I could not tell you off-hand until 1 went through
the population figures of the various districts.
 307.	The Chairman (to Dr.  Suhrawardy) -  What
do you mean by abolition of the distinction between
urban and rural constituencies ?
Dr. Suhrawardy: It was suggested that if the communal electorates were abolished it would facilitate the reduction of the size of constituencies because one of the objections mentioned by the witness was that there would not be sufficient voters if toe territorial size of the constituencies is reduced. And Dr. Narang suggested that if the distinction between the Hindus and Mussalmans, or rather* separate electorates is reduced, then it would facilitate reduction in the size bf constituencies. My question is if the distinction between urban and rural constituencies is abolished, would it not be more effective for that purpose ?
Dr. Narang :  No.
The- Chairman : I do not understand the suggestion of abolishing the distinction between rural and urban constituencies. Does it mean that you should not
Dr. Suhrawardy : Now, for example Dr Narang if I am not mistaken, represents an urban constituency, and his constituency is scattered. He has to go to town A, B, C and so on for the purpose of, his. ejection. But if the distinction between the urban aftd rural areas is abolished and the whole area, divided into smaller constituencies, it would be more effective for the purpose.
The Chairman : You mean the actual distance between parts of the same constituency will be shortened ?
 308.	Dr.   Suhrawardy:   Yes.    (To  the  Witness):
I want to ask you about the returning officers.    Who
are the returning officers in your province.?    Are
they district officers,  broadly  speaking ? — For the
Assembly generally the commissioners of divisions
 309.	I am asking about the council ? _ The others
are   extra  assistant   commissioners,   deputy   com
missioners in some places, revenue assistants, and
so on.
 310.	When they are employed for the purpose of
performing the duties of returning officers, can they
devote their undivided and exclusive attention to
the work, or have they to carry on their duties as
district officers as well? — Yes, they have to carry
on their duties.
 311.	Have there been cases in your province of
improper  rejection:  of  nomination  papers   on   the
ground of mistakes made by returning officers ? _
Yes.
 312.	Is it not a fact that the returning officers have
generally to depend upon their clerks and assistants
for the purpose of interpretation of ' the rules ? _
No ;  certainly not.
 313.	That is not your experience ? — No.
 314.	As regards female voters, is it not a fact that
Muhammadan women do not like the idea of being
dragged into court on a charge of false personation ?
Nobody would.
 315.	Is it not a fact that sometimes the candidates
or their agents waste the time of their rival by chal
lenging the identity of the voters who e-jpear before
them ?— Yes, sometimes.
 316.	Tfte point is this.   When a voter is chal
lenged, his thumb impression is taken.   Is that not
a fact ? — When he is given a ballot paper.
 317.	And a Muhammadan woman is most reluctant
to allow  her thumb ••impression to  be  taken  by
strangers ? — I think so.
 318.	.With reference to a question put to you by
Major  Attlee as regards  the paucity  of  election

